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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we place the atomic action detection problem into
a Long-Short Term Context (LSTC) to analyze how the temporal
reliance among video signals affect the action detection results. To
do this, we decompose the action recognition pipeline into short-
term and long-term reliance, in terms of the hypothesis that the two
kinds of context are conditionally independent given the objective
action instance. Within our design, a local aggregation branch is
utilized to gather dense and informative short-term cues, while a
high order long-term inference branch is designed to reason the
objective action class fromhigh-order interaction between actor and
other person or person pairs. Both branches independently predict
the context-specific actions and the results are merged in the end.
We demonstrate that both temporal grains are beneficial to atomic
action recognition. On themainstream benchmarks of atomic action
detection, our design can bring significant performance gain from
the existing state-of-the-art pipeline.
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1 INTRODUCTION
It has been widely studied on how to correctly recognize the hu-
man actions from videos, most of the previous efforts [2, 7, 22, 25]
resort to temporal information modeling since in some traditional
benchmarks [2, 23], different action instances show distinct visual
motion patterns across time. However, things are different when
it comes to the atomic action problem [10, 16]. Atomic action de-
tection aims at localizing persons of extremely subtle behaviors
(e.g. staring at something or calling the phone), where the visual
motion information is limited. Under this scenario, visual context
plays crucial role because most action instances involve different
kinds of interactions, either among actors or between human and
objects. Therefore, it is a key factor towards high-quality detection
to capture contextual interaction cues in spatiotemporal domain.

There are some attempts to incorporate the spatiotemporal in-
teraction with atomic action detection pipelines [8, 30, 31]. Never-
theless, they ignore the discrepancy between different contextual
interactions. Within a short temporal scope, the subject of an action
can interact with any space around it, either certain background
objects or subjects of another action instance. On the other hand,
with a longer temporal distance, the subjects of different action
instances are more likely to interact with other subjects, in this
case, the background or objects information is less informative to
help reason the action types. Figure 1 shows an example of such
inference process relying on both scopes of context. In this exam-
ple, some action types are easy to be inferred at a glance of the
short clip (e.g. sitting and writing), since the background provides
cues to support the judgment (the chairs and pen). However, we
can not reason that the man is talking with others if not inquiring
the action instances from video clips before and after the current
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Figure 1: A example of independent temporal inference of
different scope. The left branch shows short-term reliance
on surrounding. The right branch illustrates long-term cues
from action subjects contained by other clips.

frame. This observation indicates that both short-term and long-
term context are crucial to completely recognize the action of a
person under complex interaction scenarios. Further, interactions
within different time scope are usually independent of each other
and can provide complementary cues for the recognition of current
action. In the example illustrated in Figure 1, we can see the short-
term cue and long-term counterpart are helpful to infer distinct
sets of action types, the ignorance of one kind of context cue does
not affect the reasoning from other cue. This indicates that context-
based atomic action detection can be decoupled into independent
inference process of different temporal scope.

With the inspiration above, we build a context-based probability
graph model to analyze the reliance and independence between
different variables in atomic action detection problem. Guided by
the analysis, we design an atomic action detection pipeline with
independent long-short-term reasoning procedure. In short-term
reasoning process, we try to aggregate local information from dense
context representation with a pixel-wise aggregation mechanism
since the action subjects can interact with any specific spatial or
temporal fragment within a short time slot. On the other hand, in a
longer temporal scope, a discrete actor-wise feature selection and
refinement mechanism is designed to gather informative context
from a long-term feature bank [30]. Different from the long-term
operation in previous works [30, 31] which only models person-
to-person interaction and refered as a first-order attention model,
we resort to a decoupled second order attention module to exploit
person-to-pair relationship with feasible complexity. In this way
we ensure that the long-term inference process can independently
predict specific class given the context and we demonstrate that
such design outperforms the feature-level operation in [30]. We

conduct experiments on two benchmarks focusing on atomic action
recognition, AVA [10] and HiEve [16], demonstrating that our two-
scope inference pipeline can bring significant improvement over
existing state-of-the-art methods. In a nutshell, the contribution of
this paper can be summarized as:

• The atomic action problem is decoupled as a long-short-term
inference task and we propose a parallel reasoning pipeline
to solve the problem in both temporal grain.

• A local context aggregation branch is designed to capture
helpful information from dense spatiotemporal featurewithin
a short-term scope.

• A high-order long-term attention modeling process is incor-
porated with our framework to boost its actor-wise long-
term reasoning ability.

2 RELATEDWORKS
2.1 Action recognition
Deep learning technique has pushed the advance of video action
recognition to a large extent. Recent works have been trying to
design effective CNN architectures for action recognition in short
clips [2, 7, 22, 25, 28, 33]. Two-stream ConvNets [22, 28] are de-
signed with spatial and temporal branches to capture the com-
plementary appearance information from still frames and visual
motion patterns. 3D-CNN [2, 7, 25] directly model the spatial and
temporal information with 3D convolution kernels by inflating the
ImageNet [3] pre-trained model and training on input clip of dif-
ferent sampling rate. In addition, there are lines of works resorting
to the correlation mechanism at different feature dimension and
scale to encode high-level relationship features [27, 29] for accurate
action classification. Nevertheless, most of the existing works men-
tioned above focus on properly capturing the motion within a short
temporal span and are more suitable for normal action recognition
than subtle atomic-level recognition.

2.2 Atomic action detection
Atomic action detection aims at localizing and recognizing subtle
human actions simultaneously in video clips, where the visual mo-
tion is not salient and the action subjects are involved in different
types of interactions. A large-scale dataset AVA [10] is constructed
focusing on solving such challenging problem, accompaniedwith an
actor-centric two-stream model as the baseline. Some recent works
follow the object detection paradigm by first localizing person
bounding box with pre-trained human detector [20] and utilizing
the ROI features from deep features to predict action class [7, 24].
Besides, a short-term graph model [35] is built upon the spatiotem-
poral location of objects to enhance the performance on complex
action discrimination. Finally, there are also some works applying
the attention mechanism [26] to capture either short-term dense
interaction [8] or discrete long-term relation [30]. However, they
solely consider relation under a single time scope, while our work
take both long-term and short-term interaction into account and
elaborately process them at different level.



(a) Probability graph of a normal action recognition problem.

(b) The probability graph of long-short-term modeling in atomic
action detection.

Figure 2: Probability graph model of previous action meth-
ods and our long-short-term analysis.

2.3 Long-term context reasoning
Context information plays an important role in highly self-correlated
data, in most cases the semantics can be directly inferred from the
contextual cues. This property has been widely studied in the field
language processing, [1] first proposed a nueral language model to
model the concurrent likelihood of certain objective words and
their surrounding text. The BERT model [4] further combined
this property with attention-based selection scheme for the self-
training of language model. There are also some trials in vision
problems to incorporate contextual modeling with action recogni-
tion [9, 17, 21, 34], but mostly focus on the spatial and short-term
context, while accurate atomic action detection requires both short-
term and long-term cues in spatiotemporal domain.

3 LONG-SHORT-TERM CONTEXT
3.1 A probability view of context information
Before introducing our framework, we first give a probability for-
mulation of atomic action detection problem. By our definition, V
is the actor-wise representation of an input short video clip and
C is the variable indicating the action categories contained by the
clip. In traditional action recognition paradigm, the distribution of
action class is directly dependent on input clips as P(C|V) (illus-
trated as Figure 2a). Nevertheless, we analyze the problem with
a more complex model with the hypothesis that the action type
distribution is not directly conditioned on V but indirectly related
to it via two intermediate latent variables Z𝑙 and Z𝑠 , where Z𝑙

denotes the long-term contextual information andZ𝑠 is short-term
reliance variable. Both latent variables are conditioned on the in-
put clip and together determine the distribution of action class.
Figure 2b depicts the probability graph of the reliance between
variables defined above.

Since the action type C is not directly related to the input videos,
wemake attempt to model the joint distribution of tuple (Z𝑙 ,Z𝑠 , C)
conditioned on input as P(Z𝑙 ,Z𝑠 , C|V). From Figure 2b, it is easy

to draw following conditional independent relationship

C ⊥ V|(Z𝑙 ,Z𝑠 ) Z𝑙 ⊥ Z𝑠 |V (1)

Hence the joint probability distribution can be decoupled as
P(Z𝑙 ,Z𝑠 , C|V) =P(Z𝑙 ,Z𝑠 |V)P(C|Z𝑙 ,Z𝑠 ,V)

=P(Z𝑙 ,Z𝑠 |V)P(C|Z𝑙 ,Z𝑠 )
=P(Z𝑙 |V)P(Z𝑠 |V)P(C|Z𝑙 ,Z𝑠 )

(2)

In Equation (2) we decouple the joint probability into three terms.
P(Z𝑙 |V) and P(Z𝑠 |V) respectively model the long-term and
short-term reliance between video clips and their context, while
P(C|Z𝑙 ,Z𝑠 ) can be regarded as a joint discrimination function to
determine the action class according to long-short-term context.

With the discussion above, we design our pipeline with a par-
adigm of parallel processing and late fusion. The framework is
illustrated in Figure 3. In this figure, we utilize the 3D deep neural
network to extract feature and take the deep features pooled from
detected actor boxes as our actor-wise representation V , where
detected actor boxes are obtained via a person detector [20] applied
on the center frame of input clip (noted as the “key frame” in the
rest of this paper). Next one short-term context branch is designed
to aggregate helpful short-term features from the dense spatiotem-
poral features with the guidance of V . Meanwhile, a long-term
context processing branch attempts to mine high-level actor-wise
interaction with V from a longer temporal scope. Finally, the out-
put context Z𝑙 and Z𝑠 are fused together to determine final action
category C. More detail will be introduced in following sections.

3.2 Short-term local aggregation
Although the person-wise deep feature from ROI-pooling opera-
tion [20] can extract helpful information for action detection, more
accurate atomic action recognition relies on the surrounding cues
of actors. Therefore, we make attempt to aggregate local spatiotem-
poral information from input clip to build more descriminative
short-term action type representation Z𝑠 , which is conditioned on
V .

To be specific, the output 3D feature from backbone network
is denoted as X ∈ R𝐻𝑊𝑇×𝑑 , where 𝐻,𝑊 ,𝑇 are the spatial and
temporal dimension of the clip after downsampling in the backbone
and 𝑑 is the feature dimension. Suppose the output tensor V is
of size 𝑁 × 𝑑 after the ROI operation, where 𝑁 is the number
of detected actors from the key frame, we take this actor-centric
feature as query to generate a spatiotemporal attention map from
X as

A(X,V) = softmax
(
V𝑊AX𝑇

)
(3)

where A(X,V) ∈ R𝑁×𝐻𝑇𝑊 indicates the dense reliance between
actors and its spatiotemporal surrounding and𝑊A ∈ R𝑑×𝑑 is a
learnable matrix to indicate the importance of correlation between
each dimension pair. The softmax operation is applied as an nor-
malization function over the spatiotemporal dimension of original
3D features. With this attention map, we can aggregate the spa-
tiotemporal context from surrounding featureX as a person-guided
featureV𝑠

V𝑠 = A(X,V)𝜙 (X;𝑊V ) (4)



Figure 3: Overview of our pipeline with long-term and short-term context module.

where 𝜙 (·) is a simple linear mapping function parameterized by
𝑊V . Since both the actor-centric feature V and its corresponding
surrounding descriptorV𝑠 encode the action-specific short-term
context, we combine them together to get our final short-term local
aggregation output as

Z𝑠 = ℎ(FFN( [V,V𝑠 ];𝑊𝑓 );𝑊𝑠 ) (5)

where [·, ·] denotes the concatenation operation along the chan-
nel dimension, FFN is short for feed forward network, which is
composed of a multi-layer perceptron and𝑊𝑓 is its learnable pa-
rameters. Finally the merged feature is processed by a short-term
discriminator function ℎ(·) parameterized by𝑊𝑠 and mapped to
the short-term context latent spaceZ𝑠 ∈ R𝑐 , where 𝑐 is the number
of classes.

3.3 High order long-term interaction modeling
In addition to the surrounding objects within the short input clip,
the long-term interaction with other actors from different video
shot can also provide helpful cues for action detection in current
clip. Tomodeling such long-term reliance, attention-based approach
is widely used in previous works focusing on video analysis [18, 30,
31], in [29] such attention mechanism is summarized as Equation (6)
and implemented with a NonLocal block [29].

𝑧1𝑠𝑡𝑖 =
1

T (𝑣𝑖 )
∑
𝑗 ∈C𝑖

𝑠
(
𝑣𝑖 , 𝑣 𝑗

)
𝑔(𝑣 𝑗 ) (6)

where C𝑖 is the context space of data sample 𝑣𝑖 , 𝑠 (·, ·) is a pair-
wise similarity metric, 𝑔(·) is a mapping function, and T (𝑣𝑖 ) =∑

𝑗 ∈C𝑖 𝑠
(
𝑣𝑖 , 𝑣 𝑗

)
is normalization term. Equation (6) can be refered

as a first-order attention model since it resorts to the correlation to
single instance in context space. However, in a more comprehensive
scope, the semantic reliance of an object in videos can be not only
relative to pairwise relationship, in contrast, the co-occurrence of

other instances in context space can also provide important cues
for semantic inference [19]. Therefore in our design, we try to
introduce a more representative second-order attention model to
exploit the correlation between single-person and co-occurrence
pairs

𝑧2𝑛𝑑𝑖 =
1

T ′(𝑥𝑖 )
∑

( 𝑗,𝑘) ∈C𝑖×C𝑖
𝑠 ′

(
𝑣𝑖 , 𝑣 𝑗 , 𝑣𝑘

)
𝑔′(𝑣 𝑗 , 𝑣𝑘 ) (7)

where T ′(𝑣𝑖 ) =
∑

( 𝑗,𝑘) ∈C𝑖×C𝑖 𝑠
′ (𝑣𝑖 , 𝑣 𝑗 , 𝑣𝑘 ) , however, calculating

the second-order attention in Equation (7) results O(|C𝑖 |2) com-
plexity for each person, which is infeasible when context space
is large. Inspired by the attempts in tensor decoupling [11], we
approximate such attention with decoupling to achieve O(|C𝑖 |)
complexity

𝑧2𝑛𝑑𝑖 ≈ 1
T ′(𝑥𝑖 )

∑
( 𝑗,𝑘) ∈C𝑖×C𝑖

𝑠 ′1
(
𝑣𝑖 , 𝑣 𝑗

)
𝑠 ′2 (𝑣𝑖 , 𝑣𝑘 ) 𝑔

′
1 (𝑣 𝑗 )𝑔

′
2 (𝑣𝑘 )

= 𝑧1𝑠𝑡𝑖,1 𝑧
1𝑠𝑡
𝑖,2

𝑧1𝑠𝑡
𝑖,𝑙

=
1∑

𝑗 𝑠
′
𝑙
(𝑣𝑖 , 𝑣 𝑗 )

∑
𝑗 ∈C𝑖

𝑠 ′
𝑙

(
𝑣𝑖 , 𝑣 𝑗

)
𝑔′
𝑙
(𝑣 𝑗 ) 𝑙 = 1, 2

(8)

Via Equation (8), we decouple the second-order attention into the
form of multiplication between output of two first-order NonLocal
blocks. Combining the attention in different order 𝑧1𝑠𝑡

𝑖
, 𝑧2𝑛𝑑
𝑖

we
can build our long-term interaction module as Figure 4, where we
follow the experience of multi-head and cascaded attention [26].
To be specific, sequentially we cascade 𝐾 Reader Units (RU) to
recurrently extract and refine long-term reliance to get output long-
term representation Z𝑙 . Within each Reader Unit, we apply 𝑀
parallel NonLocal pairs and utilize learnable weight parameters 𝛽𝑚
to aggregate the results to form approximate second-order attention.
In implementation, we take the long-term feature bank [30] as the
context space for each person from the input clip.



Figure 4: Detailed structure of long-term modeling process.
Where “RU” is short for the reader unit and “NL” is short for
NonLocal block.

3.4 Joint discrimination
In the design above, either Z𝑠 or Z𝑙 can be regarded as action
estimation in the latent space, while in a global sense, the action
category of specific person is determined by both long-term and
short-term context, thereforewe simply incorporate these two types
of context of two temporal scope with a late-fusion mechanism

C = Norm(Z𝑙 + Z𝑠 ) (9)
where Norm is a normalization function to map the context variable
to class probability space [0, 1]𝑐 . During the training stage, the
output distribution is supervised by the given action labels via
cross entropy loss function.

4 EXPERIMENTS
4.1 Experimental settings
4.1.1 Datasets. - Atomic Visual Action (AVA) [10] is the first
dataset constructed for spatiotemporal detection of subtle atomic
actions including 80 categories of actions in total. This dataset
consists of 235 long movie sequences for training and other 64 for
validation. The videos are annotated with boxes on each frame at a
frequency of 1FPS, each actor is associated with one or more action
labels.
- Human in Events (HiEve) [16] is a recently public benchmark
towards comprehensive analysis on surveillance video in events.
Different from AVA, it contains more crowded daily and emergency
scenarios. The dataset includes 14 different action classes and con-
sists of 32 video sequences (19 for training and other 13 for testing).
Each sequence last for about 2 minutes on average, these videos are
annotated with bounding boxes and action labels every 20 frames.

4.1.2 Evaluation protocol. - Frame-mAP. For both benchmark, we
report the frame-level mAP value as the object detection tasks [5,
15] for performance evaluation, if an action proposal has over-
lap larger than 𝛿 with a ground-truth box and has the same ac-
tion label, it is regarded as positive proposal. In AVA, 𝛿 is set as
0.5, following [10], we only evaluate the 60 most common action
classes. In HiEve, we follow [16] to compute mAP score under

Figure 5: Attention heatmap from short-context module.
The left column indicates the detected person in red box, the
right column shows its corresponding spatiotemporal atten-
tion. (best viewed in color)

𝛿 = [0.5, 0.6, 0.75] and calculate the average score as final perfor-
mance. Besides, we also report weighted-mAP in HiEve, which
focuses more on complex and crowd scenes in videos and assign
larger evaluation weight to frame with large crowd index.

4.1.3 Implementation detail. - Person detector. For AVA, We ap-
ply the person detector from [30] to detect actors on key frames,
which is a modified version of FPN-Faster-RCNN [14, 20] and pre-
trained on COCO Keypoints [15], the detector is then finetuned on
AVA. For HiEve, we directly use the public detected results from
the multi-object tracking track of HiEve challenge1.
- Baselinemodel. In our experiments, we take the SlowFast [7] net-
work with ResNet [13] backbone and Inflated-3D network (I3D) [29]
as our base network for spatiotemporal feature extraction. All these
base model in our experiments are first pretrained on the Kinetics
dataset [2] and then finetuned on the target benchmark. In our im-
plementation, we append an additional 1 × 1 × 1 convolution after
the network trunk to reduce the channel size by half. For the ROI
operation, we separately apply average and max pooling along the
temporal dimension of the output 3D feature to get two 2D spatial
feature, then take ROIAlign [12] on each spatial feature, the pooled
feature vectors are summed together as person-specific feature. In
a baseline setting, this feature is directly sent to an action classifier.
- Training detail.We implement our framework with the PySlow-
Fast platform [6]. We select each annotated frame as the key frame,
and uniformly sample 32 frames centered on this frame with a
sampling rate of 2×, this results in a short input clip with temporal
endurance of around 2 seconds. The training process is splitted into
two stage, first we train a base model without long-term context

1http://humaninevents.org



backbone component mAP@0.5Z𝑠 Z𝑙

I3D
15.8

✓ 20.7
✓ ✓ 22.4

Res50
24.6

✓ 26.1
✓ ✓ 28.7

Res101-NL
27.2

✓ 27.7
✓ ✓ 30.3

Table 1: Ablation study on the directly effect of long-short-
term context on AVA v2.2 validation set.

modeling, and extract the ROI feature into long-term feature bank,
then in the second stage, we train the network with both long-term
and short-term context. During training, we take both the anno-
tated bounding boxes and detected person boxes with confidence
score larger than 0.9 as box proposals to extract person-wise ROI
feature to bridge to localization gap between person detector and
groundtruth. The network is trained on 8 GPUs with a total batch
size of 64 clips. The learning rate is initialized with a warmup value
of 1.25 × 10−4 and linearly increases to 0.1 in 5 epochs, then the
learning rate is degraded by a factor of 10 every 5 epochs. The
network parameters are optimized by SGD algorithm with a weight
decay ratio of 10−7. Similar to [7], we apply random flip and crop
to augment the data.

4.2 Ablation studies
We conduct our ablation studies on AVA to analysis the effect of
each component in our framework. If not specified, we take v2.2
for both training and evaluation in default.

(1). How does each context component directly affect the
final results ? To investigate the effectiveness of long-term and
short-term context, we conduct experiments with baseline mod-
els of different backbones. We start from a baseline model with
a simple ROI operation followed by a classier, and then test on
our trained model from the first training stage without long-term
context, finally report results on full model. The corresponding
performance is listed in Table 1. From the table we observe that
both long-term interaction modeling and short-term local aggrega-
tion can bring improvement in overall detection score regardless
of the backbone we used, where our full model can achieves at
most +6.6 higher performance than the simple baseline. We find
that the attention-based local aggregation is less helpful on the
SlowFast with Res101-NL backbone than I3D and SlowFast-Res50,
this can be due to the fact that the inserted NonLocal block already
aggregate some global and surrounding information from the clip
in the feature extraction stage. In contrast, we find the short-term
improvment is more salient when the backbone is weaker.

In Figure 7, we visualize the per-class AP value in terms of the
output from SlowFast-Res50 backbone with different settings. We
find the short-term context is more helpful to recognize actions
with semantics highly related to the scene or surrounding objects

context source mAP@0.5 Incrementshort-term long-term
Res50 Res50 28.7 -
Res50 Res101-NL 30.0 + 1.3

Res101-NL Res50 29.4 + 0.7
Res101-NL Res101-NL 30.3 + 1.6

Table 2: Investigation on different combination of long-
short-term context sources.

Figure 6: Invstigation on hyperparameter 𝐾 and𝑀 .

(e.g. listen to and climp). On the other hand, the long-term inter-
action modeling is benifical especially for actions involving group
activities or with long endurance (e.g. dance and swim). Besides,
we visualize the person-guided spatiotemporal attention map in
Figure 5, we can see, our short-context aggregator can properly
catch some critical part from the short-term clip for corresponding
action recognition.

(2). How does the parameter 𝐾 and 𝑀 affect the perfor-
mance ? Next we investigate the optimal configuration (𝐾 for
Reader Unit number and𝑀 for number of second attention head)
for long-term modeling with the SlowFast-res50 backbone. The re-
sults are reported in Figure 6. We see that both parameters achieves
optimal results at the value of 2, when 𝐾&𝑀 increase, the results
are degraded. This is probably due to more complicated model
structure harmful to model training.

(3). What if the long and short context are from different
backbones ? In our normal setting, the long-short-term context is
extracted from the same backbone, in Table 2, we investigate the
effect of different context source combination. In detail, we adopt
the Res50 and Res101-NL as base models, taking one for long-term
feature bank extraction and the other as short-term backbone to
process input video clip. The results are compared with our full
model with either backbone. From Table 2 we observe that when
the quality of either context is improved, there will be obvious
enhancement in recognition results. Further, we see improving long-
term context brings more obvious benefits (+1.6), demonstrating
that our designed high-order attention can effectively harness the
long-term reliance.

(4). Comparisonwith the FeatureBankOperator (FBO) [30].
Some other methods to deal with long-term features are proposed,
within which the FBO [30] is the most similar counterpart to ours,
which attempts to fuse the long-term information in feature rep-
resentation with a first-order attention model. We compare this
operationwith our high-ordermodeling part on different backbones.
To do this, we take the backbone with pure short-term context as a



Figure 7: AP@0.5 value for each action class on AVA v2.2 validation set in the descending order of baseline performance,
obtained from models with SlowFast network and Res50 backbone. ( best viewed in color)

backbone setting long-term order mAP@0.5

Res50
short-term only zero order 26.1
+ FBO [30] first order 27.5

+ LSTC (ours) second order 28.7

Res101-NL
short-term only zero order 27.7
+ FBO [30] first order 29.4

+ LSTC (ours) second order 30.3
Table 3: Comparison results between our long-term model-
ing and FBO [30] on AVA v2.2 validation set.

method backbone pretrain mAP@0.5
Baseline [10] I3D Kinetics-400 15.6
ACRN [24] S3D Kinetics-400 17.4
VAT [8] I3D Kinetics-400 25.0

SMAD [35] I3D Kinetics-400 22.2
SlowFast [7] Res50 Kinetics-400 24.2
SlowFast [7] Res101-NL Kinetics-600 27.3
LFB [30] Res50-NL Kinetics-400 25.8
LFB [30] Res101-NL Kinetics-400 27.7

C-RCNN [31] Res50-NL Kinetics-400 28.0
LSTC (ours) Res50 Kinetics-400 28.4
LSTC (ours) Res101-NL Kinetics-600 30.0

Table 4: Comparison results with othermethods onAVAv2.1
validation set.

zero-order model, and append first-order (FBO) and second-order
(LSTC) attention respectively. In Table 3 we list the comparison
results on Res50 and Res101-NL backbone, we observe that either
backbone benefit more from our long-term modeling mechanism
than FBO, this indicates that our scheme can capture the long-term
reliance more sufficie ntly.

4.3 Comparison with state-of-the-art methods
In Table 4 and Table 5, we list the comparison results on the standard
AVA benchmarks with other methods. It can be observed that on

method backbone pretrain mAP@0.5
SlowFast [7] Res50 Kinetics-400 24.9
SlowFast [7] Res101-NL Kinetics-600 29.2
AVSF [32] Res50 Kinetics-400 25.9
AVSF [32] Res101-NL Kinetics-400 28.6
LSTC (ours) I3D Kinetics-400 22.4
LSTC (ours) Res50 Kinetics-400 28.7
LSTC (ours) Res101-NL Kinetics-600 30.3

Table 5: Comparison resultswith othermethods onAVAv2.2
validation set. The SlowFast results are reported in the offi-
cial code repository [6].

method backbone mAP w-mAP
RPN+I3D [16] I3D 8.3 6.8

VAT [8] I3D 7.0 7.3
SlowFast [7] Res50 7.4 5.3
LSTC (ours) Res50 8.9 7.4

Table 6: Comparison results on HiEve test set. The values of
mAP and w-mAP are averaged over all thresholds.

both version of AVA validation set, our method outperforms most
of other methods. Especially, with similar backbone and pretraining
settings, our LSTC can outperform the SlowFast [7], LFB [30] and C-
RCNN [31] counterpart with marginal computation cost (SlowFast
processes 28.6 clips per second while ours achieves a processing
rate of 27.5 clips in each second). It is also noticeable that the per-
formance of our model with solely short-term context (25.6 on v2.1
and 26.1 on v2.2) is still better than SlowFast [7], AVSlowFast [32]
and comparable to LFB [30]. These comparison demonstrate that
our LSTC is well suitable for atomic action detection. In Table 6, we
compare our scheme with other methods on recently public HiEve
datasets. It is observed that our LSTC outperforms other methods in
both mAP and w-mAP with similar backbone network, indicating
that our approach can properly handle person-level action detection
in crowd surveillance scenes.



Figure 8: Qualitative results with most confident prediction via only short-term context (in green rectangle) and only long-
term context (in blue rectangle, best viewed in color).

4.4 Qualitative results
In Figure 8, we investigate the independent prediction results from
either short-term or long-term context. To be specific, we only pass
Z𝑠 or Z𝑙 to normalization function and generate final classifica-
tion C. We visualize the bounding boxes together with the most
confident action type obtained from each temporal scope. From
Figure 8, we find the long-term and short-term context can pro-
vide complementary cues for prediction, thus the most confident
action type from each branch can be different in most cases. The
short-term context will guide the classifier to prefer pose or short
interaction, while long-term context leans to some actions not cap-
tured completely in current shot but lasting for a relatively long
time span, which can be inferred from the video segments before
and after current timestamp.

5 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we analyze the atomic action detection problem from
the aspects of both long-term and short-term temporal span. We
first build a context-based probability graph model and derive the
conditional independence between two types of context. Guided by
this conclusion, we decouple the task into two inference procedure
with different spatiotemporal cues for atomic action recognition. For
short-term context, we introduce dense attention to aggregate cues,
for long-term information, second-order attention is designed to
well handle long-term reliance. Results on challenging benchmarks
demonstrate our LSTC is beneficial to high-quality action detection.
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